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QUESTION: 134 

What must be done after a managed computer has been patched? 

A. Run a Software Inventory task. 

B. Run a Microsoft Vulnerability Analysis task. 

C. Update the Agent Configuration policy. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 135 

What are two results of configuring the default settings for all new Managed 

Software Delivery policies? (Select two.) 

A. It speeds up the overall creation of the policies. 

B. it prevents users from being able to change policies. 

C. It provides greater flexibility during the creation of the policies 

D. It promotes consistency across policies. 

E. It centralizes the distribution of the policies. 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 136 

When manually creating an entry within the Software Catalog, what is the function 

of the detection rule? 

A. It determines whether the software entry is installed. 

B. It determines whether an update for the software has been detected 

C. It determines if a system is applicable for the software entry 

D. It determines Which files have been detected as identifiers for the software entry. 

Answer: A 



QUESTION: 137 

Which Patch Management option enables error checking on Differential mode 

replication? 

 

 

A. Verity Data Integrity 

B. Verity Differential Integrity Check 

C. Verity Differential Replication 

D. Verity Replication Mode 

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 138 

How should an administrator automate the deployment of an application that 

requires input during the install? 

 

 

A. create a Visual Basic Script to apply the file and registry changes 

B. create a Visual Basic Script that simulates keystrokes to provide the required 

input 

C. create a Distribute Software task to run on client machines 

D. create an installer using Wise SetupCapture 

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 139 

What is the role of the Software Catalog in application deployment? 

 

 

A. provides installation information 

B. is used to look up target client systems 

C. stores installation files 

D. provides application inventory for target systems 

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 140 

Where would an administrator assign an application to the Software Portal? 

 

 

A. Software Library 

B. Software Catalog 

C. Managed Delivery policy 



D. Quick Delivery task 

 

 

Answer: B 
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